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adaptability determining antibody
recognition to distomer: structure analysis of
enantioselective antibody against chiral drug
gatifloxacin†

Lanteng Wang,a Wei Xie,b Wenyang Jiao,a Chijian Zhang,a Xiangmei Li, a

Zhenlin Xu, a Xin-an Huang,c Hongtao Lei*a and Xing Shen *a

Enantioselective antibodies have great potential to separate and detect chiral compounds. However, cross-

reactivity of enantioselective antibodies to the distomer may limit the application. An in-depth

understanding of interactions between antibodies and chiral drugs could be helpful to investigate

antibody recognition to the distomer. In this study, a monoclonal antibody against chiral quinolone S-

(�)-gatifloxacin (S-GAT) was produced and its Fab fragment was prepared by proteolysis. The S-GAT Fab

exhibited 10% cross-reactivity against the R-enantiomer compared to that of the S-enantiomer in an

indirect competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (icELISA). The crystal structures of the S-GAT

Fab apo form and complex with S-GAT were analyzed, and molecular docking of the R-enantiomer was

carried out. The ligand conformation was further studied using molecular dynamics simulations. The

results showed that the distomer R-enantiomer could enter the chiral center recognition region of the

antibody by adjusting the piperazine ring conformation. Meanwhile, the antibody binding cavity had

obvious conformational adaptability during ligand binding. It demonstrated that conformational change

of both ligand and antibody was the key reason why antibodies recognize the distomer. Restricting

conformational adaptability could improve the enantioselective recognition ability of antibodies. This

study provided a new explanation for the cross-reactivity of enantioselective antibodies to the distomer,

and could help to modulate antibody enantioselectivity for immunoassay of chiral drugs.
1. Introduction

Chirality is an important characteristic of a large number of
synthetic compounds, and the chiral center of chiral drugs is
oen the key to their physiological functions.1 Enantiomers
may show different enantioselectivity when binding to their
biological targets such as enzymes, receptors, and ion channels
in organisms, so that it can result in different activities.2 To
a specic target, the enantiomer with stronger affinity is usually
called a eutomer, and the enantiomer with weaker affinity is
called a distomer.3 Eutomers usually have better pharmacody-
namic activity. For instance, the R-enantiomer of salbutamol is
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about 80 times stronger than the S-enantiomer for the treat-
ment of bronchiectasis.4 The distomer can even lead toxic and
side effects that the eutomer does not have. The S-enantiomer of
ketamine is the eutomer for analgesia, while R-ketamine has side
effects of hallucinations.5 When chiral drugs were used as race-
mates, the side effects of distomer would greatly affect human
health. Themost famous example was infant deformity caused by
the thalidomide distomer.6 Therefore, in order to protect human
health and accurately understand the efficacy of drugs, it is
important to study chiral drugs at the enantiomeric level.

As a kind of biomacromolecule receptor produced in vivo,
antibody also has enantioselectivity for specic recognition to
the enantiomers.7,8 At present, enantioselective antibodies were
used as a chiral stationary phase for chiral drug separation and
detection, and the absolute conguration of the drug could be
directly determined.9–11 Enantioselective antibodies could also
be used in the elds of immunoassays and immunosensors to
determine the enantiomer of chiral drugs.12–14 Compared with
traditional separation and detection methods such as chroma-
tography techniques, capillary electromigration techniques and
these techniques coupled to mass spectrometry,15 antibody-
based methods had higher sensitivity and specicity.16
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Meanwhile, in the European Union (EU) and China, immuno-
assay could be used as a rapid on-site screening method before
using conrmatory method.17 In addition, the affinity, specicity
and stability of the antibodies could be modulated by genetic
engineering technology to adapt to different application require-
ments.18 Therefore, enantioselective antibodies had unique
advantages and great potential in the research of chiral drugs.

In order to realize the application of enantioselective anti-
bodies, high-quality and high-specicity antibodies should be
prior to be obtained. The empirical method for preparing
enantioselective antibodies was to use a single enantiomer as
a hapten while exposing the chiral center as much as possible.7,19

However, the prepared enantioselective antibody oen had cross-
reactivity to distomer, and it indicated that the antibody could
still recognize distomer in some extent.20–22 For example, the S-
ibuprofen antibody still had more than 50% cross-reactivity to the
R-enantiomer.20 Enantioselective antibodies had the ability to
recognize the distomer, which would restrict the application of
antibodies in the eld of chiral drug separation and detection. It
would cause false positives in analytical methods and decrease
separation efficiency of separation methods. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the enantioselective recognition mechanism of
antibodies, which could be helpful to realize the further modula-
tion of antibody enantioselective performance.

Some experimental and computer calculation methods have
been used as a tool to study antibody enantioselective recogni-
tion, such as some spectroscopy methods and quantitative
structure–activity relationship (QSAR) models.23,24 These
methods could tell from various type of interactions such as
hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic interaction. However, it is
difficult to locate specic interaction sites on antibodies
through these methods. In response to this problem, the
homology modelling could build the three-dimensional protein
conformation model and gure out the interaction between
antibodies and chiral compounds through molecular dock-
ing.25,26 Furthermore, the protein crystallography methods
could illustrate the rened structure and the real interaction of
the antibodies, and it has been used in the study of enantio-
selective antibody recognition mechanisms.27,28 However, these
studies from antibody structure aspects only elaborated the
recognition of their own antibodies to corresponding eutomer
and distomer, and have not demonstrated the common recog-
nition characteristics between different antibodies to
distomers. These could not provide a universal theory for the
preparation of a new enantioselective antibody.

In our previous study, the recognition mechanism of anti-
bodies to antibacterial drug quinolones was studied, and it was
found that the most critical epitope for the recognition of qui-
nolone antibodies was C-7 substituent of the quinolones.29–31

Gatioxacin (GAT), a special quinolone drug, has a chiral center
on the piperazine ring at C-7, and there are two enantiomers, S-
(�)-gatioxacin (S-GAT) and R-(+)-gatioxacin (R-GAT)
(Fig. S1†). This could ensure that the antibody obtained using
gatioxacin hapten would have a key recognition of the chiral
center. Therefore, gatioxacin could be an appropriate theo-
retical model for studying the recognition mechanism of
enantioselective antibodies. Meanwhile, gatioxacin has strong
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
side effects that could decrease blood glucose level.32,33 It is
necessary to detect and monitor the residue of gatioxacin in
environment samples (e.g. water samples) or food samples (e.g.
animal products).34,35 In this study, an enantioselective mono-
clonal antibody (mAb) was produced against gatioxacin
hapten. And the mAb was digested to prepare Fab fragment
which could be used in protein crystallography. The crystal
structures of the Fab fragment were determined and used for
the study of antibody enantioselectivity and recognition char-
acteristic to distomer. Furthermore, the explanation of antibody
recognition to the distomer could provide a theoretical basis for
the preparation and performance modulation of enantiose-
lective antibodies in chiral drug immunoassay.
2. Experimental
2.1 Preparation of hapten–protein conjugates and
monoclonal antibody

Hapten–protein conjugates preparation. Gatioxacin con-
tained a carboxyl group, which could be directly coupled with
the carrier protein for the immunogen preparation. 10 mg S-
GAT standard (separated from DAICEL, Shanghai, China, ee
>99%) was dissolved in 200 mL N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF)
(Sigma, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.), and 2 mL PBS buffer containing
15 mg bovine albumin (BSA) or ovalbumin (OVA) (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO, U.S.A.) was added to S-GAT standard solution. 20 mg
1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) was dissolved in 0.5 mL
PBS buffer, then it was added dropwise to the mixed solution of
S-GAT and carrier protein under stirring. The reaction was
stirred at room temperature for 1 h and then dialyzed against
PBS buffer. The obtained S-GAT-OVA conjugate was used as
coating antigen, and the S-GAT-BSA conjugate was used as
immunogen.

Monoclonal antibody preparation. Five BALB/c female mice
aged 6–8 weeks were immunized with S-GAT-BSA. The immu-
nization, cell fusion, hybridoma selection, cloning method and
ascites preparation were performed as described previously.24

All the experimental animals were purchased from Guangdong
Experimental Animal Center (Foshan, China) and raised at
Laboratory Animal Center of South China Agricultural Univer-
sity (Guangzhou, China). Animal experiments conformed to the
3R principle, and the ethical approval of laboratory animals has
been approved by the ethical review committee of South China
Agricultural University (protocol code: 2020B035). The total
RNA was extracted from hybridoma cells, and the DNA of light
chain and heavy chain was amplied and sequenced, and the
amino acid sequence of S-GAT Fab was in Table S1† (sequence
has been submitted to RCSB Protein Data Bank along with
protein structures, PDB: 7F2S and 7F35). The obtained S-GAT
mAb in ascites was puried using 5 mL HP protein G affinity
chromatography (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.).
2.2 Fab fragment preparation and purication

Monoclonal antibody digestion. The puried S-GAT mAb
was digested by immobilized papain (Thermo Scientic,
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544 | 39535
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Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) in the presence of L-cysteine (Sigma, St.
Louis, MO, U.S.A.) for the preparation of antibody Fab frag-
ments. The mAb was dissolved in antibody digestion buffer
(20 mM PB, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA$2Na, pH 7.4) with
concentration 10 mg mL�1. The ratio of mAb/papain was 80 : 1
(w/w). The nal concentration of L-cysteine was 10 mM. The
digestion time was 8 h for S-GAT mAb. Digestion reaction was
carried out in a gravity column, and the hydrolysate and
immobilized enzyme were separated by centrifugation
(4000 rpm, 1 min) to terminate the reaction.

Fab fragment purication and determination. The hydroly-
sate was puried by 5 mL HP Protein L column (GE Healthcare,
Chicago, IL, U.S.A.) that could bind antibody k light chain to
separate Fc fragment. The undigested mAb and Fab fragment
were separated by 16/60 Superdex 200 gel ltration chroma-
tography column (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, U.S.A.). The
purication was determined by 12% Sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Peptide mass
ngerprinting was used to identify the Fab fragment, and the
trypsin digestion of Fab fragments, MALDI-TOF-MS determi-
nation and sequence alignment were commissioned by Pro-
teomics Research Center of Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou,
China). The buffer of the puried Fab fragment was changed to
crystallization buffer (20 mM Tris, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) by
dialysis and concentrated to required concentrations. The nal
concentrations of S-GAT Fab were 12.6 mg mL�1 for complex
crystal and 19.0 mg mL�1 for apo form crystal. The protein
concentration was determined by Nanodrop 2000c UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientic, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.).
2.3 Indirect competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (icELISA) procedure

Briey, 96-well polystyrene microtiter plate was coated with
coating antigen (100 mL per well), incubated at 37 �C overnight
and then washed twice with PBST. 120 mL blocking buffer was
then added into the wells, and the plates were incubated at
37 �C for 3 h and dried at 37 �C for 1 h. Gatioxacin standards
were added followed by the addition of S-GAT Fab dilution (50
mL per well). The wells were incubated at 37 �C for 40 min and
then washed ve times with PBST. Aer that, 100 mL of goat
anti-mouse Fab-HRP (1 : 5000 in PBST) was added into each
well and the microtiter plate was incubated at 37 �C for 30 min.
The chromogenic substrate was added aer washing the wells
for ve times. Finally, the reaction was stopped by addition of 50
mL of 2 M H2SO4. Absorbance of the reaction solution at 450 nm
(A450) was recorded by Multiskan FC Microplate Reader
(Thermo Scientic, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.). Mean A450 values of
gatioxacin standards were divided by mean A450 values of the
blank control (in the absence of analyte), and the ratio was
dened as B/B0 for calibration curves.36 The icELISA calibration
curves were tted with a four-parameter logistic function calcu-
lated by Origin soware. IC50 is dened as the concentration of
the analyte that resulted in 50% inhibition. The antibody enan-
tioselectivity was measured with the cross-reactivity (CR) of the
Rac-GAT (Meilunbio, Dalian, China), S-GAT and R-GAT (separated
from DAICEL, Shanghai, China, ee >99%).
39536 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544
2.4 Fab fragment crystallization

The complex crystal of S-GAT Fab and corresponding drug was
prepared by co-crystallization method with a molar ratio of
1 : 10. All the crystals were generated by the vapor diffusion
method in sitting drops at 20 �C. Initial crystal screening was
performed with 8 kits: JCSG core I, JCSG core II, JCSG core III,
JCSG core IV, JCSG classic, JCSG +, PEGs I and PEGs II (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany). The protein drops for initial crystal
screening contained 0.1 mL Fab fragment and 0.1 mL reservoir
solution were dispersed on 96-weill plates using Mosquito (TTP
LabTech, Royston, U.K.). The crystals obtained by screening
were determined as protein crystals by using Izit Crystal Dye
(Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA, U.S.A.), and then the cor-
responding conditions were optimized by adjusting the buffer
pH and the precipitant concentration. The protein drops for
optimization contained 1 mL Fab fragment and 1 mL reservoir
solution, and crystals appeared aer 30 d. The optimized
reservoir condition of the S-GAT Fab apo form crystal contained
1.6 M ammonium sulfate, 24% glycerol and 0.8 M sodium
acetate, pH 4.6. The optimized reservoir condition of S-GAT Fab
crystal in complex with S-GAT (S-GAT Fab complex) contained
0.2 M sodium chloride, 1.4 M ammonium sulfate and 1 M
sodium acetate, pH 4.9.
2.5 X-ray diffraction and data collection

The crystals were harvested by tiny nylon loops and quickly
soaked into a drop of reservoir solution supplemented with 20%
glycerol for a few seconds. Then the crystals were frozen and
preserved in liquid nitrogen until use. The diffraction data of
the crystals was collected on Beamline BL19U1 at the Shanghai
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF, Shanghai, China) using
MD2 diffractometer, Pilatus3 6M detector, Rigaku Actor robotic
arm and LN2 Oxford700 Cryosystem. The exposure times were
0.2–0.5 s for per image, and images were collected per 1 degree
rotation.
2.6 Structure determination and renement

The X-ray data was processed using the XDS program.37 The Fab
fragment that exhibited the highest sequence homology with S-
GAT Fab fragment was used as the search model (PDB: 1EGJ).
The SWISS-MODEL program was used for the homologous
modelling of the templates to replace the sequence with the S-
GAT Fab fragment (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/).38 The
structures were solved by molecular replacement using the
PHASER program.39 The structures were manually modied
using Coot and rened with PHENIX Rene for several
cycles.40,41 Rwork and Rfree values were monitored during the
renement processing. All the gures that presented structural
representations were prepared with the PyMOL 2.5, SYBYL-X
2.1.1 and Discovery Studio Visualizer 2016 soware.
2.7 Molecular docking between S-GAT Fab and R-GAT ligand

The recognition of S-GAT Fab on R-GAT ligand was analysed by
molecular docking. The structure of R-GAT was obtained by
chirality conversion from S-GAT ligand in the S-GAT Fab
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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complex structure using Coot program. Gaussian 16 soware
was employed to optimize the R-GAT ligand structure and to
minimize the energy.42 The B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) basis set was
used to obtain the R-GAT ligand for molecular docking.4 The
structure of S-GAT Fab in the complex crystal structure was used as
the receptor in themolecular docking model, and the docking was
performed by using Surex-Dock program in SYBYL-X 2.1.1 so-
ware. The ligand in the S-GAT Fab complex structure was extracted,
and the location of the original S-GAT ligand was used to generate
the binding cavity by the Protomol program. The molecular dock-
ing method uses the ultra-high precision mode Surex-Dock
GeomX (SFXC), and the original S-GAT ligand extracted from the
protein was used as the reference molecule. Ten molecular dock-
ing models were generated for evaluation, and the model with the
highest total score was selected for analysis.
Fig. 1 SDS-PAGE of the S-GAT mAb and S-GAT Fab under non-
reduced and reduced conditions: (A) SDS-PAGE for S-GAT mAb after
purification by protein G affinity chromatography. (B) SDS-PAGE for S-
GAT Fab after purification by protein L affinity chromatography and
Superdex 200 gel filtration chromatography. Non-reduced SDS-PAGE
showed the bands of whole mAb and Fab, and reduced SDS-PAGE
showed the bands of heavy chain and light chain, respectively.
2.8 Molecular dynamics simulation

The protonation states of titratable residues were assigned on
the basis of pKa values using PROPKA soware under pH 7.4.43

MD simulations were performed on the protein-ligand system
using AMBER 20 soware package.44 Simulations were carried
out following the standard protocols. First, AMBER99 ff14sb
force eld was applied to the protein, GAFF force eld was
applied to the ligands. Then the complexes were placed in
a truncated cube box of TIP3P water molecules, extending 12.0 Å
along each dimension. Then, ions were added to the system as
counterions to construct a neutral simulation system. Aer that,
a step of energy minimization with Steepest Descent and
Conjugate Gradient algorithms were performed. Aerwards, the
system was gradually heated from 0 to 300 K at constant volume
in 50 ps and then with a 50 ps equilibration at constant pressure
and temperature (NPT). Finally, the production simulations with
200 ns were carried out in the absence of any restraint under NPT
conditions. Trajectory protocol was used to analyze structural
properties of a molecular dynamic trajectory. Root-mean-square
deviations (RMSDs) for the backbone atoms of the protein and
ligands are calculated, which reveal that the system has reached
equilibrium. Average structures were calculated by CPPTRAJ to
determine the average structure of the last 50 ns trajectories
where the system has reached equilibrium. Single point energy of
average S-GAT and R-GAT structures was calculated using the
B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p) basis set in Gaussian 16.
3. Results & discussion
3.1 Monoclonal antibody preparation

Due to the uncertainty of using hapten to immunize experi-
mental animals for antibody preparation,30 only an mAb against
S-GAT enantiomer hapten (S-GAT mAb) have been produced. As
gatioxacin is a small molecule compound that has no immu-
nogenicity, the gatioxacin and BSA conjugate S-GAT-BSA was
used as immunogen. Through the carboxyl terminal coupling
protein, the distal chiral center could be exposed (Fig. S1†). The
isotype of obtained S-GAT mAb was IgG1 and k light chain
determined by Pierce™ Rapid Antibody Isotyping Kit (Thermo
Scientic, Waltham, MA, USA). Finally, S-GAT mAb was
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
obtained from ascites production and puried using protein G
affinity chromatography which could specically bind to mouse
IgG1. The purication effect was checked by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1A).
The band between 100 kDa and 150 kDa in the non-reduced
SDS-PAGE showed the whole mAb. The reduced SDS-PAGE
could destroy disulde bonds between antibody chains.
According to the theoretical molecular weight, the band near 50
kDa in the reduced SDS-PAGE was the heavy chain, and the
band near 25 kDa was the light chain.
3.2 Fab fragment preparation and characterization

Aer papain digestion, the obtained Fab fragment of S-GAT
mAb (S-GAT Fab) had obvious band near 37 kDa on non-
reduced electrophoresis (Fig. 1B). Under the reduced pattern,
the S-GAT Fab showed two bands. The band near 25 kDa was
still the light chain, and the band between 15 and 20 kDa was
the digested heavy chain. The S-GAT Fab band was identied as
mouse antibody Fab fragments by peptide mass ngerprinting,
and the matching protein in Swiss-Prot 2016 Database was
KV3AG_MOUSE (Ig kappa chain V-III region PC 7210 OS ¼ Mus
musculus PE ¼ 1 SV ¼ 1) with matching score of 148 and expect
of 2.7 � 10�11. The IC50 of S-GAT Fab to S-GAT, racemic gati-
oxacin (Rac-GAT) and R-GAT were 4.70 ng mL�1, 7.56 ng mL�1

and 45.23 ng mL�1 determined by icELISA method, respectively
(Fig. 2). The cross-reactivity of R-GAT was 10.4%, thus S-GAT Fab
showed enantioselectivity to S-enantiomer.
3.3 Crystal structure determination

The apo form and drug-complex crystals for S-GAT Fab were
optimized and screened for data collection. Finally, two
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544 | 39537



Fig. 2 icELISA standard curves and cross-reactivity (CR) of S-GAT Fab
to different GAT enantiomers (n¼ 3). The error bars represent standard
deviations from three repeated experiments.
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structures including S-GAT Fab apo form (PDB: 7F2S) and S-GAT
Fab in complex with S-GAT ligand (S-GAT Fab complex) (PDB:
7F35) were solved. The complete statistics of data processing
and renement were presented in Table 1. The resolutions of S-
Table 1 Data collection and refinement statistics for S-GAT Fab crystal

Data statistics S-GAT Fab apo form

Data collection
Synchrotron source SSRF BL19U1
Wavelength (Å) 0.9793
Space group P 6522
Cell dimensions (a, b, c) (Å) 76.1, 76.1, 378.9
Angles (a, b, g) (�) 90, 90, 120
Resolution (Å) 47.36–2.62 (2.74–2.6
Rmerge (%)b 9.5 (223.2)
Rpim (%) 2.1 (49.3)
CC1/2 1.000 (0.883)
I/s(I) 33.6 (2.3)
Redundancy 36.5 (39.3)
Completeness (%) 100 (99.9)
No. of unique reections 20 813 (2452)

Renement
Reections in renement 20 679
Rwork

c/Rfree
d 0.247/0.278

Rmsd bond lengths (Å) 0.011
Rmsd bond angles (�) 1.20

B-factors (Å2)
Average 112.77
Macromolecules 112.94
Ligands 115.18
Solvent 91.66

Ramachandran plot (%)
Most favorable 94.5
Generously allowed 5.5
Disallowed 0

a The data in brackets were all for the highest resolution shell (outer s
equivalent intensity. c Rwork ¼ SjFo � Fcj/SjFoj, where Fo and Fc are the o
¼ SjFo � Fcj/SjFoj. This value was calculated using a test data set compris
reections.

39538 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544
GAT Fab apo form crystal, S-GAT Fab complex crystal were 2.62
Å and 2.60 Å, respectively.

There was only one copy in the asymmetric unit of S-GAT Fab
apo form crystal (Fig. S2A†). The S-GAT Fab was assembled by
light chain and heavy chain, which were composed of the
variable region and the constant region, and these regions
mainly contained the anti-parallel b-sheet and a few a-helix.
Four disulde bonds were formed for the antibody structure
stability between L-Cys23 and L-Cys92 residues, L-Cys138 and L-
Cys198 residues, H-Cys22 and H-Cys96 residues, and H-Cys143
and H-Cys198 residues (L means light chain; H means heavy
chain). The six complementarity-determining regions (CDRs)
for antigen binding of S-GAT Fab were shown in Fig. S2A.†
Because the electron density was not clear for L-CDR2, part of
the L-CDR2 structure was missing (Residue 56–58, LKS). S-GAT
Fab complex crystal had three copies in the asymmetric unit
(Fig. S2B†). The electron density of ligand could be seen clearly
in the S-GAT Fab complex crystal structure near CDRs (Fig. S3†).
The missing part of the L-CDR2 structure was still missing, but
the electron density of binding region with the ligand in L-CDR2
(L-Tyr51) was clear. The structures of each copy were similar, so
the Fab fragment structure with the best electron density
structures

(PDB: 7F2S) S-GAT Fab complex (PDB: 7F35)

SSRF BL19U1
0.9793
P 42 212
184.1, 184.1, 100.7
90, 90, 90

2)a 48.55–2.60 (2.68–2.60)
10.2 (193.6)
2.8 (52.4)
1.000 (0.715)
29.2 (2.2)
26.4 (27.7)
100 (100)
53 623 (4571)

53 536
0.201/0.237
0.010
1.22

85.24
85.47
77.18
69.07

98.0
1.7
0.3

hell). b Rmerge ¼ SSijI(h)i � hI(h)ij/SSijI(h)ij, where hI(h)i is the mean
bserved and calculated structure factor amplitudes, respectively. d Rfree
ing 5% of the total data that was randomly selected from the observed

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Structure of S-GAT Fab complex crystal and molecular docking
model of R-GAT ligand to S-GAT Fab: (A) structure of S-GAT Fab in
complex with S-GAT ligand (cyan, O atom for red, N atom for blue and
F atom for gray) assembling by chain C (light chain, wheat color) and
chain D (heavy chain, orange). (B) The hydrophobic surface of the S-
GAT Fab binding cavity. The hydrophobicity gradually increased from
blue (hydrophilic) to brown (hydrophobic), and green color meant
neutral. (Cand E) Two dimensional interaction diagrams of S-GAT Fab
to S-GAT ligand (C) and R-GAT ligand (E). The interactions were noted
asp–p stacked or T-shaped interaction (dark pink),p–alkyl interaction
(light pink), hydrogen bond (dark green), carbon hydrogen bond (light
green with dotted line) and p–s interaction (purple). The other resi-
dues were van der Waals interaction. (D and F) Key amino acid residues
for interaction between S-GAT Fab and S-GAT ligand (D) or R-GAT
ligand (F). The yellow dotted lines were hydrogen bonds. Asterisks (*)
indicated the chiral center of GAT ligands. The images were drawn by
PyMOL 2.5, SYBYL-X 2.1.1, and Discovery Studio 2016 Visualizer
software.

Paper RSC Advances
assembled by chain C (light chain) and chain D (heavy chain)
was chosen for analysis.

3.4 Molecular docking model of R-GAT ligand binding to S-
GAT Fab

In some previous researches, molecular docking based on
crystal structure was used to study the antibody recognition to
small molecule, and could provide accurate interaction infor-
mation.28,45 Therefore, molecular docking method was used to
study the interaction between S-GAT Fab and R-GAT ligand,
since no drug-complex crystal for S-GAT Fab and R-GAT ligand
was obtained.

The crystal structure of S-GAT Fab complex was employed
here to carry out molecular docking. The B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,p)
basis set was selected to minimize the energy of the ligand
structure using Gaussian 16 soware, and the initial ligand
structure for molecular docking were obtained. The Surex-
Docking method in SYBYL-X 2.1.1 was used to obtain the top
10 molecular docking models with total score (�log(Kd); Kd,
dissociation equilibrium constant) (Table S2†). The total score
of the optimal docking model of R-GAT ligand was 5.5597, and
the total score higher than 5 in the Surex-Docking method
indicated that the interaction was exited between the protein
and the ligand. The similarity between the R-GAT ligand in the
optimal docking model and the S-GAT ligand in S-GAT Fab
complex as reference molecule was 0.822 (maximum value is 1),
and it demonstrated that the correct position of the ligand
binding had already been found. The optimal docking model
would be used for interaction analysis.

3.5 Interaction between S-GAT Fab and S-enantiomer

The electron density of the ligand near CDR regions in the S-
GAT Fab complex crystal could match the S-GAT enantiomer
(Fig. S3†). S-GAT ligand was inserted in a vertical and narrow
cavity of S-GAT Fab formed by four CDRs, including CDR1 in
light chain (L-CDR1) and three CDR regions in heavy chain (H-
CDR1, H-CDR3 and H-CDR3) (Fig. 3A). The quinolone parent
ring, two six-membered aromatic rings was embedded in the
middle of the binding cavity, and the piperazine ring with chiral
center on S-GAT was anchored at the bottom of the binding
cavity. By analyzing the hydrophobic surface of the binding
cavity (Fig. 3B), it showed obvious hydrophobicity near the
cyclopropyl group of S-GAT at the entrance and the methyl
group on chiral center at the bottom. Because the cyclopropyl,
methyl and aromatic rings in S-GAT also have hydrophobicity,
strong hydrophobic interactions between S-GAT Fab and S-GAT
ligand were recognized.

The weak intermolecular interaction other than hydrophobic
interaction was analyzed (Fig. 3C and D). Hydrogen bonding
was formed between the piperazine ring of S-GAT ligand and the
H-Glu104 and L-Gln91 residues of S-GAT Fab, and the bond
lengths were 2.8 Å and 2.5 Å, respectively. The hydrogen
bonding residues were the key recognition sites for S-GAT
ligand recognition. In addition to hydrogen bonding, the p–p

interaction formed by aromatic rings is another important
interaction. In this complex, the L-His36 and H-Trp99 residues
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
of S-GAT Fab formed the p–p stacked interaction to quinolone
parent ring of S-GAT, and the L-Phe34 residue formed p–p T-
shaped interaction. The three p–p interactions immobilized
the ligand from three directions at the six-membered aromatic
rings (Fig. 3D). In addition, there were p–s interactions, p–alkyl
interactions between S-GAT Fab and ligand.
3.6 Enantioselective recognition characteristic of S-GAT Fab

The activity of S-GAT Fab showed signicant enantioselectivity
to S-enantiomer, whose IC50 was ten times lower than R-GAT
(Fig. 2). By analysing the surface of the chiral recognition region
(Fig. 4A), the S-GAT chiral center was embedded at the bottom
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544 | 39539



Fig. 4 Recognition region for chiral center of S-GAT Fab: (A) binding
cavity surface of S-GAT Fab. (B) Key residues for recognition of chiral
center. The colors were shown as follows: S-GAT ligand for cyan, R-
GAT ligand for magenta, Fab light chain for wheat color, Fab heavy
chain for orange, O atom for red, N atom for blue and F atom for grays.
Asterisks (*) indicated the chiral center of GAT ligands. The images
were drawn by PyMOL 2.5 software.
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of the binding cavity, which formed a small cavity in the deepest
to contain the methyl group of the chiral center. Strong
hydrophobic interactions with the S-GAT chiral center in this
small cavity that provided by H-Tyr35, H-Trp99 and L-Tyr98
were observed (Fig. 4B). The three residues all contain large
aromatic side chains and form hydrophobic interactions with
the methyl group. In addition, the methyl group pointed to the
H-Trp99 residue, which formed a p–s interaction between
them. The special conformation in the chiral center recognition
region might hinder the distomer R-GAT binding.

The molecular docking of the R-GAT ligand was operated
using the binding cavity information of the S-GAT Fab complex
crystal structure, the interaction between the S-GAT Fab and the
R-GAT ligand was analyzed using the optimal docking model. It
could be found that the position of the R-GAT ligand was
basically consistent with the S-GAT ligand (Fig. 4B), and the
types of weak intermolecular interactions were the same as S-
GAT ligand (Fig. 3E). However, the p–p interactions of the L-
Phe34 and L-His36 residues to the R-GAT ligand hadmade some
difference. The p–p interactions were simultaneously acted on
the two aromatic rings of the quinolone parent ring of the S-GAT
ligand, but there was only the benzene ring of the R-GAT ligand
participated in the formation of the p–p interactions. Mean-
while, the bond lengths of hydrogen bonds between the R-GAT
ligand and the H-Glu104 and L-Gln91 residues were 2.6 Å and
3.0 Å, respectively (Fig. 3F), and the interaction of the L-Gln91
residue was weakened. Due to the differences in p–p and
hydrogen bond interactions, the binding activity to the R-GAT
ligand decreased, resulting in the enantioselectivity of the S-
GAT Fab to S-GAT enantiomer.
Fig. 5 Data statistics of molecular dynamics simulation: (A and B)
RMSDs for S-GAT ligand (A) and R-GAT ligand (B) during 200 ns of
simulation. The 3D structures showed that the average structures of
the last 50 ns trajectories. (C and D) Dihedral angles between quino-
lone parent ring and piperazine ring (C1–C2–N3–C4) of S-GAT ligand
(C) and R-GAT ligand (D) during 200 ns of simulation.
3.7 Conformational adaptability of ligands for
enantioselective binding

Since the S-GAT Fab was produced by the S-GAT hapten, the
binding cavity of the S-GAT Fab should only have spatial
complementarity with the conformation of the S-GAT ligand.
However, the C–C bond connecting the quinolone parent ring
and the piperazine ring could rotate. Even if the dimensional
orientation of the methyl group on the chiral center changed,
39540 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544
the R-GAT ligand could still adjust and rotate the conformation
of the piperazine ring to make the position of the methyl group
on the S-GAT and R-GAT ligand basically coincide (Fig. 4B). And
the methyl group on the R-GAT ligand could enter the chiral
center recognition region. The conformational adaptability of
the piperazine ring could cause the quinolone parent ring and
the N atom formed hydrogen bonds of the R-GAT ligand to shi
to the heavy chain, so as to weaken the corresponding
interactions.

Molecular dynamics simulations were used to further
analyze the conformational adaptability of ligands. The S-GAT
Fab complex crystal structure was used as the initial model of
the S-GAT ligand simulation, and the best docking model was
used as the initial model for the R-GAT ligand. The RMSDs for
the backbone atoms of the protein and ligands tended to be
stable with 200 ns of simulation, and it demonstrated that the
system has reached equilibrium (Fig. S4†). The RMSDs of the
ligands in equilibrium system were basically the same as the
RMSDs of the initial conformation (Fig. 5A and B), and it
demonstrated that the docking model of the R-GAT ligand was
accurate. The dihedral angles between quinolone parent ring
and piperazine ring (C1–C2–N3–C4 in Fig. 5A and B) of ligands
during the simulation were analyzed, and it could be found that
the dihedral angles of the S-GAT ligand uctuated in the range
of 30–160� in the equilibrium system (Fig. 5C). It indicated that
the conformation of the piperazine ring could be rotated in the
antibody binding cavity within a certain range. However, the
dihedral angles of the R-GAT ligand stabilized around 120� aer
the rst 20 ns of change (Fig. 5D). It can be seen from the
average structure (Fig. 5B) that the piperazine ring of the R-GAT
ligand was almost in the same plane as the quinolone parent
ring in order to make the methyl group enter the chiral center
binding region. On the contrary, the piperazine ring of the S-
GAT ligand was perpendicular to the parent ring (Fig. 5A). The
single point energy of the average structures was calculated by
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Conformation changes of S-GAT Fab binding cavity during the
S-GAT ligand binding: (A) structure alignment of binding cavity for S-
GAT Fab fragment apo form and S-GAT Fab complex crystal struc-
tures. (B) Conformation changes of key residues in binding cavity. The
yellow dotted lines showed the distances between H-Trp99 and L-
His36 residues, and the S-GAT ligand structure was hidden. The colors
were shown as follows: S-GAT ligand for magenta, light chain of S-
GAT Fab apo form for cyan, light chain of S-GAT Fab complex for
wheat color, heavy chain of S-GAT Fab apo form for green, heavy
chain of S-GAT Fab complex for orange. The images were drawn by
PyMOL 2.5 software.
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Gaussian 16, and DG of the R-GAT ligand was 8.0 kcal mol�1

taking the S-GAT ligand as a reference (DG, 0 kcal mol�1). In
summary, the R-GAT ligand could enter the chiral center binding
region through the rotation of the piperazine ring, but the
piperazine ring was xed at a distortion position with high
energy. This was also a reason for the lower affinity of the R-GAT
ligand. The binding cavity provided space for the conformational
adjustment of the piperazine ring of the R-GAT ligand. Molecular
dynamics simulation conrmed that the conformational adapt-
ability of the ligand caused the binding of the antibody to the
distomer, even if their spatial complementarity was poorer.

Interestingly, we also found that some ligands had confor-
mational adaptability in other enantioselective antibody
researches, but these studies themselves did not realize the
impact of the conformational adaptability. This may indicate
that conformational adaptability is a common factor affecting
antibody enantioselectivity. The relevant ligand structure
information and recognition characteristics in previous studies
have been summarized in Table S3.† The affinity of nrozole
antibody ENA11His to the nrozole eutomer was twice as much
as the distomer.27 The conformation adaptability of the exible
chain with chiral centers stabilized by the three aromatic rings,
and the hydrogen bonding differences between the central
hydroxyl group and the H-Asp95 residue caused different
affinity of the nrozole enantiomers (Fig. S5A†). The antibody
AZ28 exhibited enantioselective for the transition state
analogue (TSA) of the oxy–cope reaction, and the TSA was from
the substituted hexadiene.26 Similarly, the positions of two
benzene rings of TSA were relatively xed, and the chiral central
hydroxyl groups of different enantiomers were combined with
different residues because of the orientation difference
(Fig. S5B†). It demonstrated that when some other bulky and
rigid substituents (such as aromatic ring) were xed, the
conformational adaptability of exible structure near chiral
center made the distomer enter the antibody binding cavity.
However, the poor spatial complementarity would reduce the
activity of the distomer.

However, in some cases, enantioselective antibodies had no
affinity towards the distomer. For example, antibody C2 could
only recognize the R-enantiomer of BINOL derivative.46 The
naphthalene ring with two benzene ring substituents of euto-
mer S-enantiomer was completely xed inside the antibody
binding cavity, and the other naphthalene ring on the outside of
the binding cavity has a longer side chain (Fig. S5C†). Aer the
axis chirality was changed, the long side chain of distomer
would shi to the completely opposite side. Due to the molec-
ular volume and the rigidity of the naphthalene ring, the long
side chain could not reach the current binding position of R-
enantiomer through the conformational adaptability. Similarly,
the anti-L-AA 80.1R antibody could not recognize D-phenylala-
nine, and the exible chain with a chiral center of eutomer L-
phenylalanine was tightly xed at the bottom of the binding
cavity (Fig. S5D†).47 The conformation of the exible chain could
not be adjusted, so the benzene ring on distomer would clash
with the binding cavity in the other direction. The anti-D-AA
67.36 antibody which could not recognize L-phenylalanine had
the similar binding mode with anti-L-AA 80.1R.48
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
In summary, if there was enough space around the chiral
center of the ligand, the distomer could adjust the conforma-
tion of the chiral center region to adapt the antibody binding
cavity. In this situation, the antibody would display cross-
reactivity to the distomer. On the contrary, the distomer
conformation was difficult to adjust in a narrow cavity, which
made the antibody unable to recognize the distomer. Therefore,
it is suggested that the enantioselectivity of antibody could be
improved by limiting the conformation of the chiral center
region of eutomer in antibody binding cavity.
3.8 Conformational adaptability of the antibody during the
ligand binding

Comparing the antigen binding regions of S-GAT Fab apo form
crystal structure and S-GAT Fab complex crystal structure (Fig. 6), it
could be found that the H-CDR3, L-CDR1 and L-CDR3 b-sheet
regions of the S-GAT antibody Fab fragment apo form were closer
together, and the entrance of the binding cavity was narrower than
the S-GAT Fab complex (Fig. 6A). Comparing the key amino acid
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544 | 39541
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residues in the binding cavity, the distance between H-Trp99 and
L-His36 residues at the narrowest part of binding cavity in the S-
GAT Fab complex structure was 7.8 Å, while the distance between
the H-Trp99 and L-His36 residues of the S-GAT Fab apo form
structure was only 3.7 Å (Fig. 6B). It showed that when the ligand
did not bind to the S-GAT Fab, the binding cavity was in a closed
state, so the binding cavity of the S-GAT Fab apo form was shallow.

This relative displacement of amino acid residues in the
binding cavity caused an “induced t” of the antibody to the
ligand, rather than a “key and lock tt”.49 The H-Trp99 and L-
His36 residues of the S-GAT Fab were the key amino acid resi-
dues that modulated the conformation of the binding cavity,
and the two residues could control the chiral recognition cavity
open or close at the bottom of binding cavity. When the ligand
was bound, the binding cavity was opened to allow the entry of
GAT molecules. During the S-GAT ligand binding, the H-Trp99
residues moved 2.9 Å, and L-His36 residues moved 4.2 Å.
However, the H-Trp99 and L-His36 residues are located in the b-
sheet region of the CDRs, which did not have too much exibility
like the loop region. During ligand binding, the b-sheet confor-
mations of the CDR region on the light chain and the heavy chain
were separated from each other (Fig. 6A), thereby adjusting the
conformation to expand the space of the binding cavity.

The three key amino acid residues of the chiral recognition
cavity were H-Tyr35, H-Trp99 and L-Tyr98 residues. In addition
to the H-Trp99 residue analyzed above, the conformations of
the H-Tyr35 and L-Tyr98 residue also have changed. Themoving
distances were 1.4 Å for H-Tyr35 and 1.0 Å for L-Tyr98 (Fig. 6B).
These two residues in the complex structure moved closer to the
chiral center of the GAT ligand, and the residues in the apo form
structure were farther from the binding region. It demonstrated
that the S-GAT Fab could adjust the steric hindrance and
hydrophobic interaction of the chiral center recognition region
by modulating the conformation of the three amino acid resi-
dues, and it also caused the distomer R-GAT ligand to smoothly
enter the chiral recognition cavity of S-GAT Fab. The conforma-
tional adaptability of the antibody to the ligand might make the
binding cavity more compatible with the distomer, thereby
enhancing the affinity of the antibody to the distomer. This was
similar to the conformational adaptability of ligands, which need
to be limited to improve the enantioselectivity of antibodies.
3.9 Co-action of antibody and ligand conformational
adaptability

Although the antibody and the ligand might have the confor-
mational adaptability at the same time during the antibody
binding, it seemed that the ligand had a greater role. The reason
was that not all antibodies were like the S-GAT Fab with a big
change of the conformation. For example, by analyzing the
crystal structure of apo form and its complex, there was no
obvious conformation change of the nrozole antibody
ENA11His before and aer binding ligand.27 The recognition of
ENA11His to distomer only came from the conformational
adaptability of nrozole ligand. It is worth noting that the
exibility of the piperazine ring of the GAT ligand was less than
the carbon chain of the nrozole, where the chiral centers were
39542 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 39534–39544
located. Therefore, due to the limited exibility of the piperazine
ring, the conformational adaptability of the S-GAT Fab itself
could further assist the binding of distomer. It demonstrated that
the conformational adaptability of the ligand was the key factor
for the antibody to recognize the distomer, and the conforma-
tional adaptability of the antibody could help enhance the
recognition to some less exible distomers. This could provide
theoretical guidance for the preparation and performance
modulation of enantioselective antibodies in the future.

4. Conclusion

The conformational adaptability of both the antibody and the ligand
would weaken the enantioselectivity of the antibody. The ligand
conformational adaptability affected by steric hindrance was the key
factor for the antibody recognition to the distomer. The antibody
binding cavity needed to enclose the exible chiral center region on
the ligand and limit the space near the chiral center. Thus the
conformational adaptability could be limited, and the enantiose-
lectivity of the antibody to the eutomer would be increased. In
contrast, reducing the steric hindrance near the chiral center or even
exposing the chiral center outside the binding cavity could increase
the affinity of the antibody to the distomer. The conformational
adaptability was a common factor affecting enantioselectivity of
different antibodies. This research studied the cross-reactivity of
enantioselective antibodies to distomer from a new perspective, and
also could provide guidance for the preparation and performance
modication of enantioselective antibodies.
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